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QUESTION 1

In order to leverage replication and high availability features of your back-end database, among other benefits, you are
configuring a JDBC TLOG store to persist transaction logs. 

Since something went wrong during the setup of the TLOG, you are reviewing the configuration considerations for
TLOG. 

Which two guidelines are true for configuring JDBC TLOG stores? (Choose two.) 

A. Only one JDBC TLOG store can be configured per WebLogic Server. 

B. JDBC TLOG stores should only be configured for RAC databases. 

C. Only globally-scoped (not application-scoped) data sources can be targeted to a JDBC TLOG store. 

D. Multiple WebLogic Servers can share the same JDBC TLOG store. 

Correct Answer: AC 

A: Only one JDBC TLOG store can be configured per WebLogic Server. Conversely, multiple WebLogic Servers can not
share a JDBC TLOG store. 

C: Only globally-scoped (not application-scoped) data sources can be targeted to a JDBC TLOG store. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24329_01/web.1211/e24432/store.htm#CNFGD290 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two objects can be considered potential clients of a Node Manager? (Choose two.) 

A. an administration server 

B. a WLST session 

C. an HTTP server 

D. any other Node Manager 

E. a remote JMS client 

F. the weblogic.Deployer utility 

Correct Answer: AB 

A Node Manager client can be local or remote to the Node Managers with which it communicates. You access either
version of Node Manager--the Java version or the script-based (SSH) version--from the following clients: 

A: an administration server 

B: WLST commands and scripts--WLST offline serves as a Node Manager command-line interface that can run in the
absence of a running Administration Server. 
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Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28280_01/web.1111/e13740/overview.htm#NODEM119 

 

QUESTION 3

You are in the process of validating the architecture of a domain that will serve applications to automate 

various business activities for a large retailer. The applications rely heavily on JMS and you need to pay 

special attention to JMS storage. 

You argue in favor of JDBC-based storage rather than file storage. 

Your management has asked you to come up with a few key points about why this persistence option 

would be a better option in case of failure. 

Which two justifications would support your choice? (Choose two.) 

A. JDBC-based stores can be accessed by any client and usually do not reside on the machine that hosts the server. 

B. It is easier to recover data from a database rather than from a file. 

C. JDBC-based stores are the default choice when creating a new persistent store so it must be an Oracle-
recommended choice. 

D. JDBC-based stores offer better throughput than file stores. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/12212/wls/STORE/overview.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

You are creating a new domain with WLST. 

Identify three parameters that can be customized with the setOption command. (Choose three.) 

A. the JDK that will be used to start the domain 

B. the domain name 

C. whether or not the domain will run in production mode 

D. the default persistent store type for the domain 

E. whether or not to automatically start the Node Manager 

F. the default diagnostic profile for the domain 

Correct Answer: ABC 

setOption sets options related to a domain creation or update. 
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Syntax: setOption(optionName, optionValue) 

Option names include: 

* 

JavaHome--Home directory for the JVM to be used when starting the server. The default for this option depends on the
platform on which you install WebLogic Server. Update JavaHome to point to the jre directory for the JDK that you are
using for WebLogic Server. 

* 

DomainName--Name of the domain. 

* 

ServerStartMode--Mode to use when starting the server for the newly created domain. This value can be dev
(development) or prod (production). This option defaults to dev. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13222_01/wls/docs100/config_scripting/ reference.html#wp1258774 

 

QUESTION 5

In order to leverage replication and high availability features of the underlying database, you have configured a JDBC
TLOG to persist transaction logs in your database. 

However, WebLogic Server cannot successfully connect to your database at start up. 

Which outcome should you expect? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The WebLogic Server instance will start without targeting the data source for your store. 

B. The WebLogic Server instance will start without a service for your store. 

C. The WebLogic Server instance will start without creating the data source for your store. 

D. The WebLogic Server instance will fail to start. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/middleware/fusion-middleware/weblogic-server/12.2.1.4/store/
jdbc.html#GUID-39B42AC6-3D93-451C-9888-3CE99B88E1CE 

 

QUESTION 6

A client application asynchronously receives the message sent to a JMS Queue. The client is going to send a response
to the sender. 

Which two JMS Header fields from the original message are used to send the response? (Choose two.) 

A. JMSResponseMode 

B. JMSTimeStamp 
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C. JMSDeliveryMode 

D. JMSCorrelationID 

E. JMSReplyTo 

Correct Answer: DE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E19798-01/821-1841/6nmq2cpoq/index.html 

 

QUESTION 7

You are troubleshooting an application that uses a WebLogic server data source. You decide to execute a reset()
operation on the corresponding JDBCDataSourceRuntimeMBean. 

Which statement is true regarding the impact on the application that is using that data source? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. A Reset is the equivalent of a Shutdown followed by a Start. 

B. A Reset is the equivalent of a Force Suspend followed by a Resume. 

C. A Reset is the equivalent of a Suspend followed by a Resume. 

D. A Reset is the equivalent of a Force Shutdown followed by a Start. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13222_01/wls/docs91/jdbc_admin/manage.html 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements correctly describe the WLST nmGenBootStartupProps command? (Choose two.) 

A. The target root directory must be on the same machine on which Node Manager is running. 

B. The target root directory must be on the same machine on which the Administration Server is running. 

C. The name of a server must be supplied to the nmGenBootStartupProps command; otherwise, the command will fail. 

D. If you do not specify a server name using the servername argument, the argument defaults to myServer, which must
match a server name in the domain or the command will fail. 

E. The nmGenBootStartupProps command generates the Node Manager properties files, boot.properties and
startup.properties, for the specified server. 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17904_01/web.1111/e13813/reference.htm#WLSTC488 

 

QUESTION 9
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You are required to configure a Coherence cluster for a WebLogic domain. Review the image below for the architecture
of the WebLogic domain. 

The configuration represents the following: 

Two WebLogic clusters of n number of servers each One cluster contains an EAR deployment that contains a WAR
module and a GAR module One cluster contains a GAR deployment Application data flows into the cluster with the EAR
deployment and then to the cluster with the standalone GAR deployment 

Based on this configuration, what is the typical configuration of a Coherence cluster for this domain? 

A. Single Coherence cluster that includes both WebLogic clusters. EAR cluster is storage-disabled. GAR cluster is
storage-enabled. 

B. Single Coherence cluster that includes both WebLogic clusters/ EAR cluster is storage-enabled. GAR cluster is
storage-disabled. 

C. A Coherence cluster for each WebLogic cluster. EAR and GAR clusters use a replicated topology with storage
enabled. 

D. Single Coherence cluster that includes both WebLogic clusters. EAR and standalone GAR clusters are both storage-
enabled. 

Correct Answer: A 

A Coherence cluster can contain any number of managed Coherence servers. The servers can be standalone managed
servers or can be part of a WebLogic Server cluster that is associated with a Coherence cluster. 

* 

storage-disabled ?a managed Coherence server that is not responsible for storing data and is used to host Coherence
applications (cache clients). A Coherence application GAR is packaged within an EAR and deployed on storage-
disabled managed Coherence servers. 

* 

storage-enabled ?a managed Coherence server that is responsible for storing data in the cluster. Coherence
applications are packaged as Grid ARchives (GAR) and deployed on storage-enabled managed Coherence servers. 
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Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/wls/CLUST/coherence.htm#CLUST660 

 

QUESTION 10

You have been asked to assist developers with executing a partial redeployment of static files within a Java EE Web
Application deployed to WebLogic Server. The Web Application has already been deployed as an exploded archive
directory. 

Which of the following represents the correct conditions for this to be successful? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The -redeploy argument is used when executing the weblogic.Deployer command. 

B. The -distribute argument is used when executing the weblogic.Deployer command. 

C. The -distribute argument is used when executing the weblogic.Deployer command and the domain must be in
development mode. 

D. The -redeploy argument is used when executing the weblogic.Deployer command and the domain must be in
development mode. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24329_01/web.1211/e24443/redeploy.htm#DEPGD285 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement is correct for JTA service migration? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. TLOG files should be stored on a remote file system accessible only to the migration target server. 

B. TLOG files should be stored on a shared storage accessible from the migration source and the administration server. 

C. TLOG files should be stored on the local file system of the migration source server. 

D. TLOG files should be stored on a remote file system accessible only to the migration source server. 

E. TLOG files should be stored on a shared storage accessible from migration source and target servers. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15523_01/web.1111/e13709/service_migration.htm#CLUST327 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to use the WebLogic Diagnostic Framework (WLDF) to monitor some historic MBean attribute values in your
WebLogic domain. 
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Which WLDF component do you use to accomplish this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. the Harvester with a metric collection definition 

B. a Watch on a metric collection definition 

C. the MBean Collector with a metric collection definition 

D. the Archiver with a metric collection definition 

Correct Answer: D 

The Archive component of the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework (WLDF) captures and persists all data events, log
records, and metrics collected by WLDF from server instances and applications running on them. 

The Archive provides access interfaces so that the Accessor may expose any of the persisted historical data including
logged event data and persisted metrics. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: The Harvester component of the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework (WLDF) gathers metrics from attributes on
qualified MBeans that are instantiated in a running server. The Harvester can collect metrics from WebLogic Server
MBeans and from custom MBeans. 

B: The Watch and Notification component of the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework (WLDF) provides the means for
monitoring server and application states and then sending notifications based on criteria set in the watches. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24329_01/web.1211/e24426/architecture.htm#WLDFC124 

 

QUESTION 13

You have been tasked with deploying and targeting a new application to every server in a WebLogic cluster. 

Some servers are running on machines that have access to a common shared file system, while other servers do not
have that same access. 

Currently, the default deployment staging mode for all servers in the cluster is set to STAGE ?however, you wish to
avoid having the AdminServer automatically copy the application to the servers (in that cluster) with shared file system
access. 

Which two approaches would satisfy the above requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Change the default deployment staging mode for all servers to EXTERNAL_STAGE, and then copy the application to
all servers. 

B. Change the default deployment staging mode for the servers with access to the shared file system to NO_STAGE,
then copy the application to the shared file system. 
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C. Change the staging mode of the application to EXTERNAL_STAGE when you are deploying it to the cluster. 

D. Leave the default deployment staging mode for all servers as STAGE, but copy the application to the shared file
system prior to deployment. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13222_01/wls/docs92/deployment/deploy.html 

 

QUESTION 14

Your organization is using a Multi data source (MDS) on WebLogic Server to support applications connecting to an
Oracle RAC database. You have been tasked with configuring a new callback handler for the MDS. 

Which two statements are true concerning related MDS options and behavior? (Choose two.) 

A. Callback handlers are optional when using the Failover MDS Algorithm. 

B. If the Failover Callback Handler attribute is set on the MDS, the Test Frequency attribute is no longer used. 

C. Callback handlers are called for both failover and failback decisions. 

D. You can register only one callback handler for each WebLogic server. 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: A callback handler used to control the failover and failback within a multi data source must include an implementation
of the weblogic.jdbc.extensions.ConnectionPoolFailoverCallback interface. 

D: You can register a callback handler with WebLogic Server that controls when a multi data source with the Failover
algorithm fails over connection requests from one JDBC data source in the multi data source to the next data source in
the list. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: Frequency of these tests is controlled by the Test Frequency Seconds attribute of the multi source. The default value
for Test Frequency is 120 seconds, so if you do not specifically set a value for the option, the multi data source will test
disabled data sources every 120 seconds. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E23943_01/web.1111/e13737/ jdbc_multidatasources.htm#JDBCA223 

 

QUESTION 15

You are creating and configuring a production WebLogic Server (WLS) domain that is highly available. Which three
WebLogic Server features allow you to best accomplish this requirement? (Choose three.) 

A. Multiple standalone managed servers 

B. Load Balancer 

C. Cluster 

D. DNS caching 
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E. Whole-server migration 

F. Machine migration 

Correct Answer: BCE 

B Load balancing is the even distribution of jobs and associated communications across the computing and networking
resources in your environment. 

C: In a WebLogic Server cluster, application processing can continue when a server instance fails. 

E: Migration in WebLogic Server is the process of moving a clustered WebLogic Server instance or a component
running on a clustered instance elsewhere if failure occurs. This is called Whole-server migration. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E23943_01/core.1111/e10106/aa.htm#ASHIA4083 
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